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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
60 - JUDAISM AND THE UNBORN CHILD
HUMAN CLONING
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2017

A] HOW DOES CLONING WORK?

1.

How are animals cloned? In reproductive cloning, researchers remove a mature somatic cell, such as a skin cell, from an
animal that they wish to copy. They then transfer the DNA of the donor animal's somatic cell into an egg cell, or oocyte, that
has had its own DNA-containing nucleus removed.
Researchers can add the DNA from the somatic cell to the empty egg in two different ways. In the first method, they remove
the DNA-containing nucleus of the somatic cell with a needle and inject it into the empty egg. In the second approach, they
use an electrical current to fuse the entire somatic cell with the empty egg.
In both processes, the egg is allowed to develop into an early-stage embryo in the test-tube and then is implanted into the
womb of an adult female animal.
Ultimately, the adult female gives birth to an animal that has the same genetic make up as the animal that donated the
somatic cell. This young animal is referred to as a clone. Reproductive cloning may require the use of a surrogate mother to
allow development of the cloned embryo, as was the case for the most famous cloned organism, Dolly the sheep.
The National Human Genome Research Institute1

1. https://www.genome.gov/25020028/cloning-fact-sheet/
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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B] WHICH ANIMALS HAVE BEEN CLONED
The following animals have been successfully cloned:
frog (1952), carp (1963), mouse (1986), sheep (Dolly - 1996), pig (2000), goat (2001), cat (2001), horse (2003), mule (2003), ibex
(2003), rat (2003), arctic wolf (2005), cattle (2007), deer (2003), dog (2005), rhesus monkey (2007), camel (2009), coyote (2011).
Although the Human Genome was mapped in 2000, no humans are known to have been cloned and in most countries this is illegal.
However, thousands of cloned animals are now produced annually.

C] GENERAL BENEFITS AND DANGERS
Benefits
Potential positive benefits based on cloning research include:• Stem Cell development - embryonic stem cells from clones can be used to research and cure diseases eg ‘insulin factories’ for
diabetics, renewal of cell activity by introducing cloned cells to cure Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s Disease, regenerating a failing liver or
kidney. These embryos are not implanted for pregnancy but used to ‘grow’ stem cells.
• This can also be done by creating chimeras - mixtures of genes from different species eg inserting a human nucleus into a rabbit or
mouse egg.
• Organ Replacement - cloning technology can be used to create genetically engineered animal organs which are immunologically
compatible with humans.2
• Correcting genetic diseases - by correcting mutated genes and then cloning the ‘fixed’ outcome.
• Livestock production. There are plans to clone millions of animals for food production.
• Assisting with infertility - if one or both of the couple were unable to produce viable gametes - eggs/sperm. One of them could use
their own genetic material to produce a cloned child. This would removed the need for donor sperm or eggs.
• Assisting with genetic diseases eg if a woman carries a mitochondrial genetic mutation which causes disease in the children, she
could use a donor egg with healthy mitochondria and introduce a nucleus from her own body. That way the child will be 99%
genetically hers but with healthy mitochondrial DNA.
• Assisting a woman who is perimenopausal with eggs which are not capable of successful fertilization and implantation. Rather than
receiving an egg donation from another woman, she could take a enucleated egg from a donor, insert a nucleus from her own egg and
then do IVF with her husband’s sperm to conceive a child which would be 99.5% that of her and her husband.
• Restoring a dying/deceased child/relative - live cells could be collected even shortly after death which could be used to create a
clone, which could be implanted.
• Restoring extinct species - currently science fiction as adult donor cells are normally needed.
Dangers
• Cloning technology is still new. Many attempts to clone embryos go wrong. Dolly the sheep was only produces after 276 failed
attempts. Non-viable embryos will be created as well as embryos with horrible deformities.
• Meat from cloned animals is on the market. Will there be unknown health hazards from this meat? Is this more of a concern with
cloning that with some other modern food technology methods.
• Would human cloning reduce the gene pool in a damaging way?
• There would be a grave concern if people were to be cloned to use as slaves or for human experimentation.
• What about producing a clone to grow organs or to be a bone-marrow donor to save the life of the clonor.

2. The New York Times reported on Aug 10 2017 that a combination of gene therapy and cloning had been used to grow pig organs which were more compatible for human transplant.
The original pig DNA had been manipulated to remove genes which cause viruses in humans. The repaired pig nuclei were then cloned to produce embryonic pigs which could be
grown for organs.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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D] HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC BENEFITS AND DANGERS
• In the last shiur we looked in some detail at the meta-halachic and hashkafic perspectives on technological change and the unclear
boundaries between being an active partner with God in creation, and over-stepping the limits of ‘healing’.
• In any situation where one is trying to assess the halachic propriety of any action it is not simply a binary analysis of muttar/assur permitted/prohibited. There are at least 5 possible positions: (i) Assur - prohibited; (ii) Muttar bedieved but undesirable; (iii) Muttar
and neutral; (iv) Mitzvah kiyumit ie permitted and desirable; (v) Chiyuv - obligatory.
Benefits
• Cloning could provide some halachic advantages over AIH (Artificial Insemination by Husband) and AID (Artificial Insemination by
Donor), including: (i) problems procuring the sperm; (ii) questions of mamzerut or at least propriety in using sperm from a man other
than the husband.
Concerns
• Cloning may result in a high number of deformed fetuses and the need for terminations. Also, will cloning result in personality
dysfunctions or maladjustments? Any more than other stressful family situations?
• Even where an action is technically muttar, the Rabbis of a specific community have the ability to advise or even require that their
community should not do that.
• In situations which may be technically permitted but not mitzvot, should we be invoking the concepts of lifnim mishurat hadin or
naval birshut haTorah?
• Is procreation meant to be the bonding of two individuals - either by natural conception or by the bonding or their seed outside the
body (IVF). Cloning may be duplication rather than procreation. If so, is it within our remit?

E] HOW MANY PARENTS SHOULD A CHILD HAVE?
junu 'ohbrpmu ohshdu ,unmg ubnna 'icukv ghrzn uhct /untu uhctu tuv lurc ausev 'ostc ah ihp,ua vaka :ibcr ub,
r,xkeu vnabu jur uc i,ub v"cevu /ihgca rujau ',urgau racu rug ubnna 'osut ,grzn unt /ihgca icuku 'uatrca
kfavu vbhcu 'ohkdr lukvu 'vp rucsu 'izutv ,ghnau 'ihgv ,hhtru 'ohbp

2.

/tk vsb

Three partners produce a child - mother, father and God.
• Does this source indicate that the father-mother model of procreation is obligatory, or merely recommended?
• Is it legitimate to create a child which does not have a father and a mother?
• Bedieved, there are many situations of children growing up without two parents, eg after divorce or bereavement. Most of these
children grow up in loving homes and become happy and balanced people. But should we create such scenarios ‘lechatchila’?
• Consider the issue of older single women who are unable to find a marriage partner and who want to have a child through AID before
it’s too late. Many senior poskim were very unhappy with such a scenario on the basis that this is not the way that children are meant
to be brought into the world and raised in a Jewish family.3 There is no ‘right’ to have children in Judaism. But to what extent are we
anyway dealing with a bedieved situation? Even if this is not the ideal format of a Jewish family, the reality is far from ideal.
• Consider the case of Capt. Omri Shahar who was killed in a car crash in 2012. His parents fought in the Israeli courts for the right to
produce a grandchild through a surrogate mother from sperm taken from their son after his death. They planned to raise the child
themselves. The State objected on the ground that the child would be subjected to a ‘planned orphanhood’, and would be ‘fragile in
relation to children from normative families’. The Shahar’s won their appeal in the Family Court in 2016 but the State appealed.
• Would the case be different if a wife or other single woman was willing to be impregnated with sperm from a deceased
husband/partner and raise the child normally? What is normal?

F] WHO OWNS YOUR GENETIC MATERIAL?
• If seems clear that one may not assault another person to obtain their genetic material by force.
• But what if someone takes genetic material that another person discarded - eg in bodily fluids or skin. Is that hefker?
• Does a person have a kind of ‘copyright’ ownership over their genetic code?
• What about the genetic material of deceased people? Is this owned by the inheritors?
3. Rav Waldenburg addresses this in Tzitz Eliezer 15:45:4. Rav S.Z. Auerbach’s position can be found in Nishmat Avraham Vol 4, EH 1:3. Rav Eliashiv also communicated this to Rav
Avraham Steinberg - see Human Cloning and Halakhic Perspectives, John Loike and Avram Steinberg, Tradition 32:3 p46 n. 35
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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G] THE VALUE OF INDIVIDUALITY
/utr odu ugna rat ,ukuev ivu /// ,urubhm yn lrs ukceu 'hbhx rvc uhv ,unabv kfa hpk 'rcsk ogy uc,f ohkcuenvu
jf hpk kceu u,dav hpk uka rubhm lrs vtr sjt kf /rubhmc ,uekj,nv - ,uhgsv iv - ,ukuev ,t ohtur ktrah kfu
hahkavu tnyk iurjtv vmek ghdh hbavu ruvyk ghdh sjta sg 'vzn eujr vz v,u,hjp ut vhhukhg curk vbuhkgv u,nab
/// ,nt kfvu ,uumev in eujr ,ugmntk

3.

e c xn unuka ka oh xk vnsev

We relate to God and understand His message in a uniquely individual way. Although the halachic system sets out
common norms for all Jews, ultimately, the fundamental reality of our uniqueness is what makes us a Tzelem Elokim.4

vzk vz ohnus ivhpumrp ihtu 'vzk vz vnus o,gs ihta /ohzrv ofj lurc :rnut ktrah hxukfut vturv :ibcr ub,

4.
/jb ,ufrc

Chazal connect the uniqueness of our ideas and thoughts with the uniqueness of our faces!

:rnut rhtn hcr vhv thb, ////// thv hka rnthu vtb vatu vtb vrhs ost vtrh tka ?vzk vz ihnus ivhpumrp iht vn hbpnu
/ihbxnjvu ihbkzdv hbpn - ,gscu 'vurg ouan - vtrncu kuec /,gscu 'vtrnc 'kuec :urhcjn vb,an ost ohrcs vakac

5.

/jk ihrsvbx

Chazal were concerned at the possible breakdown of society if people all looked the same!5

ovk thv vaurh vru, urnth tka :;xuh cr rnt ?ivhbcn j", ,tmk j", ihhumn iht vn hbpnu

6.

/tp ohrsb

Chazal stress that one cannot ‘inherit’ Torah. Rav Yosef understands that nurture (social environment) has a bigger role
than nature (genetics) in human psychological and moral development.
• Is cloning fundamentally contrary to our focus on individual uniqueness? Or, perhaps, what makes us unique is not just our genes
but our unique combination of life experiences. A clone created from an adult cell, implanted and then born, will not turn out the same
as the donor - mentally, psychologically, and perhaps even physically eg as a result of different nutrition, diseases and even accidents.

H] SPECIFIC HALACHIC ISSUES ARISING FROM CLONING
H1] IS A CLONE HUMAN?
• What is needed to create a human being? Is it essential that there be a biological mother and father? In cloning there will be a
mother - there has to be a donor egg and a gestational carrier of the baby (see below as to who could be the mother). But there does
NOT need to be a sperm - the donor egg and DNA could be taken from the same woman.

te vuv tku 'vhsvc hg,an te vuv /trhz hcrs vhnek vhrsa /(oa ka ,uh,ut ;urm usnka vrhmh rpx hsh kg - hwar) trcd trc tcr
lhrpgk rsv ',t thrcj in :vhk rnt (/rucs uc vhv tka - hwar) vhk rsvn

7.

:vx ihrsvbx

The Gemara recounts that Rava created a person and sent him to R’ Zeira. When it became clear that the person could
not talk, R’ Zeira destroyed him!

er 'vkgnk vkugv jurv tuva vnabv uc ihta hpku /turck kufh vhv tk rucsv tuva vnabv jfa hpk /wuf vhk rsvne vuv tku
ifrsa vrhmh rpxc ihexuga ohnfjv in ubhhv thrcj in //// /lrpgk rsv k"t 'vynk ,sruhv vnvcc f"d thva hbuhjv jur
/k"eu ihrcj tbuv unf if vzk vz ,urek

8.

:vx ihrsvbx ,usdt haushj t"arvn

4. Rav Soloveitchik understood that a person’s awareness of their uniqueness is central to their Avodat Hashem, as is explained in The Lonely Man of Faith. Indeed, Rav Soloveitchik
considered that the mitzvah of uhfrsc ,fkvu - to try and copy the middot of God - could be fulfilled in this way too. Just as God is entirely unique, so too must a person appreciate
the centrality of their own uniqueness.
5. However, clones (like identical twins) would not have the same fingerprints! We would be able to find ways to identify them, but they could still cause confusion and trouble.
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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The Maharsha explains that this creature was not human, since it lacked the power of speech, which comes only from
God. The creature was created through mystical access to the Sefer Yetzira, but ultimately was a Golem and could be
destroyed. As such, his definition of human appears to depend on the power of speech.

uvhkt r"rvun iutdv hbez kg ushgv ifu 'trcd trc tcr - ihrsvbxc urnta v,utf vrhmh rpx h"g rmubv ost h,ep,xb
hbc lu,c h,ase,bu ch,fs iuhf ibhrnt hn ?vauseu ahse iudf vrag ihfhrmv ohrcsk vragk ;rymn hn /okgj e"esct
//// uskh ukhtf f"vgn u,hc lu,c ou,h ksdnv ihrsvbxc k"hhes iuhf tnkhs ut ;rymhn tk ktrah
kfk vragk uprmk ,kgu, uc aha s"x htu udrva hrv wlrpgk cu, ,t whhrcj inw rnts trhz wrk ijfats iuhfs k"b /////
ostv os lpua /// tre ehhs hfvs ohns ,fhpa ruxht uc ihta ;ts okugv in urhcgn trhz wr vhv tk vauseca rcs
trcd tuvv tmh /s"fpa ouan vhkg chhjs tuv unt hgnc rmubv rcug ubhhvs ost lu, rmubv ost teus lpah uns ostc
///// okugv in urhcgvk uk vhv tk ,kgu, uc aha iuhf n"n /vat hgnc vagb tka tcr trcs

9.

6

dm inhx hcm ofj ,"ua

The Chacham Tzvi was initially undecided on the question of whether a Golem may count towards a minyan but leaned
towards a ruling that it is prohibited.7 He defines a human being as someone who was born from a human female. A
Golem is not, and thus can be terminated. By such a definition a clone WILL be human and may not be killed.

snug vnvc uhbpu ost ukuf /tuv skuu ost uhbpu vnvc ukuf 'skuu ubht vnvc uhbpu ost ukuf ibjuh hcr oac txh hcr rns
?!ochh ut .ukju tuc uk ohrnutu 'vsac aruju snug ost uhbpu vnvc ukuf ?!lyjak tuc uk ohrnutu 'vru,c trueu

10.

c vfkv d erp vsb ,fxn (tbkhu) hnkaurh sunk,

The Talmud Yerushalmi discusses the definition of human and animal. Generally, one classifies by the head not the
body. But this is overridden by the context and functionality of the creature.8

11.

Does the cloned product fall under the halachic category of a golem, which does not have the full status of a human being,
such that he cannot be counted for a minyan and may even be killed without the killer being guilty of murder? The answer is
definitely negative since .... we learn that the prohibition of murder applies specifically to a person who is created within
another person - i.e., someone who existed as an embryo within a mother's womb. This is not the case with a golem, who is
brought to life by mystical means ..... In the case of cloning we are dealing with the product of purely natural substances, and
the child who is born is in fact first a fetus in its mother's womb. Therefore the product of cloning clearly has the same status
as any other flesh-and-blood person ....
Human Cloning: Scientific, Ethical And Jewish Perspectives, Prof. Avraham Steinberg & Dr. John. D. Loike9

• BUT, what if a human nucleus were fused with an enucleated cow ovum and then gestated in the cow’s uterus. It would be born
from a cow but looking like a human!!
• If the cells to create the clone are taken from a dead person, those cells would be considered halachically dead, even if biologically
alive. Would this affect the ‘live’ status of the clone? Could a clone (and its offspring?) be the human equivalent of a ben pekuah10?

H2] DOES PRODUCING A CLONE FULFIL THE MITZVAH OF P’RU U’REVU?
• What kind of child is halachically required to satisfy the mitzvah?11
• Are physical sexual relations required? If fertilization is carried out by IVF in a lab, is there sufficient a connection between the
sperm donor and the embryo to create paternity?
• Does there need to be a sperm at all, as in the case of cloning?
• Even if the Torah mitzvah of pirya ve-rivya is not fulfilled by cloning, it is possible that the rabbinic mitzvah of ‘lashevet’ - to populate
the world - would be satisfied.
6. Note that the Chacham Zvi does not mention the Golem of the Maharal but rather that of his grandfather, who was a contemporary of the Maharal.
7. The Chacham Tzvi’s son, R’ Meshulam Ashkenazi, writes that his father later clearly ruled that the Golem did not count towards the minyan. This is also the psak of R. Ya’akov Emden
and most later poskim. See Mishna Berura 55:4, who simply references the teshuva of the Chacham Tzvi.
8. Note also the discussion in the Mishna Kilayim 8:5 about the Adnei HaSadeh - some kind of ‘mountain man’, usually identified as an orangutan. Although it is not human, it is not
quite a regular animal either. See also R’ Akiva Eiger on S.A. YD 2 who discusses the abilities of monkeys when compared to humans. For more on this, mermaids, dolphins and the
boundaries between human and animal - see Mysterious Creature, Rabbi Nosson Slifkin, p121 ff.
9. Available at http://www.daat.ac.il/daat/kitveyet/assia_english/steinberg.htm
10. A live calf extracted from a cow who has been shechted. This calf has a halachic status of ‘shachut’ and does not require further shechita.
11. In fact it could be that the mitzvah may only be satisfied if one leaves fertile children when one dies. Simply producing a child is only the beginning and not the ultimate fulfillment of
the mitzvah. Other poskim (eg Rav Moshe Feinstein) take the opposite view - that the mitzvah is satisfied simply by trying to have children, even if no child is ultimately born. See my
shiur on Birth Control at http://www.rabbimanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Birth-Control-Part-1.pdf
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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H3] WHO ARE THE HALACHIC PARENTS OF A CLONED CHILD?
• This is critical for many reasons - (i) whether the child is Jewish (ii) to establish who the child is forbidden to marry; (iii) whether the
child is a Cohen, Levi or Yisrael; (iv) kibbud av v’eim; (v) the laws of yibbum; (vi) the laws of inheritance.
• The following people contribute biologically to the production of the clone:
(i) the woman who carries the fetus
(ii) the donor of the nucleus - which determines 99% of the genetic material of the clone.
(iii) the donor of the original enucleated egg. Even though the nucleus was removed, there is still genetic material in the mitochondria
which contribute 1% to the genetical material of the clone.
Case 1
The same Jewish woman provides all elements - the donor nucleus, the donor egg and she also carries the child. She is clearly the
mother and the baby is Jewish. But who is the father? Possible options are:
(a) the father of the mother - ie the grandfather of the clone - who has given half of the genetic material.
(b) the donor of the nucleus - which in this case is the same woman. Could she be the mother AND the father?
(c) the clone has no halachic father. There is halachic precedent for this in the case of a convert or a ‘shetuki’12.

hns skuba iyef rhhd,ba rd :rnut hxuh hcr

12.

/jn ,unch

The halacha regards a convert as equivalent to a new-born child - an entirely new creation with no halachic parents.
Case 2
Woman A donates the enucleated egg and carries the child. Man A donates the nucleus. Is he the father? Normally a father inputs
50% of the genetic material. Here, the man is giving 99%! But there is no sperm, so would that create paternity?
Case 3
Woman A (Jewish) donates the enucleated egg and carries the fetus. Woman B (not Jewish) donates the nucleus. The clone carries
99% of its genetic material from the non-Jewish donor, but 1% from the Jewish donor AND is born from a Jewish woman. The halachic
conclusion will be based on similar considerations as in surrogacy13.
Consider also a parallel case of a girl who had an ovary transplant and then went on to ovulate, conceive, carry and give birth to a child
normally. Even though that woman contribute NO genetic material to the baby, she would certainly be classified as the halachic
mother.
Case 4
Woman A donates the enucleated egg, Woman B donates the nucleus and Woman C carries the baby.
It is possible that the clone (as in the case of the surrogate baby) may have multiple halachic mothers. IF genetic material is sufficient
to determine maternity, how much is needed? Normally, the woman contributes 50%. Here, two women contribute 99% and 1%. One
could argue that if 50% is enough, then 99% should be! Of course if BIRTH is the determining halachic factor then genetic input may
be irrelevant.
Case 5
A woman donates the enucleated egg and carries the fetus. The nucleus is donated by her brother. Is this a form of incest? Or does
incest require a physical relation or at least the presence of a sperm (as in AID from a close relative).

12. A shetuki is produced in a situation where the mother had relations with multiple men and is unable to ascertain who the father is, or where the mother refuses to tell the child who
the father is. A shetuki is not allowed to marry any Jew in case it is a relative., However, in the case of the shetuki there IS a biological father but we just can’t trance him. In the case
of the clone there may be no father at all.
13. The question of maternity with surrogate babies is hotly debated. In the early days of surrogacy most poskim took the view that the birth mother was the halachic mother. Some
poskim are now leaning in favor of the genetic mother. In the case of cloning there may of course be TWO genetic mothers, as in this case. See my shiur on Surrogacy at
http://www.rabbimanning.com/index.php/audio-shiurim/cji/medical-ethical/
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com
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Case 6
A woman donates the enucleated egg and carries the fetus. The nucleus is donated by her sister. Is this a form of incest? The Torah
never mentioned incest between a sister and a sister. Is there any such concept?
• What if technology develops a way to harvest genetic material from multiple donors and splice it together to form a fetus? If halachic
parenthood is determined by genetic input, could each one of those donors be a parent?
• Could a clone be considered the sibling of the donors, just like an identical twin?14
• Could a clone be considered an extension of the source being - ‘another you’? What implications would this have for property
ownership, marriage etc.

H4] MAMZERUT
• To create mamzerut is it essential for there to be a physical sexual relationship?15 Is it enough for there to be sperm (eg AID from a
relative or for a married woman from a donor other than her husband). 16
• In the case of cloning there is NEITHER a physical relationship NOR sperm. Is contribution of a genetic nucleus sufficient to create
mamzerut?
• Some poskim, such as the Chelkat Yaakov (on the issue of AID) argued against the heter of Rav Moshe Feinstein. He argues that,
although it may not be incest, there is a fundamental chilul Hashem in the crossing of certain boundaries. As he writes: “from the point
of view of our religion these ugly and disgusting things should not be done, for they are similar to the deeds of the land of Canaan and
its abominations”.
• Could cloning be used to CURE mamzerut?

/ihruj ic tuv hrv rrj,ab /scg skuv vjpav kg tc otu /ktrahf tuv hrv rhhd,b otu /owufg skuv owufgv kg tcv rznn
,hktrahc ohr,un uhvhu urrj,aha uhbc rh,vk ,uscg oak vkcyu ,umn vhkg vkcea vjpa vkj,fk taub rznn lfhpk

13.

f ;hgx s inhx rzgv ict lurg ijkua

The halacha provides a mechanism to ‘cure’ mamzerut. If a male mamzer married a Shifcha Canaanit - a non-Jewish
slave who had accepted mitzvot, the child would be an Eved Canaani - a non-Jewish slave who had accepted mitzvot. If
that child was then freed by its master it would be a regular Jew without mamzerut.
• Could a mamzer donate a nucleus and produce children who were not mamzerim?

I] CONCLUSIONS
• It is not clear that there are any halachic grounds to prohibit cloning. Some poskim would fully equate halacha and ethics and thus
permit it on that basis.
• However, many poskim regard the meta-halachic and hashkafic considerations to be very relevant too.
• No halachic authority is unreservedly in favor of all cloning. However many writers have argued for a permissive and positive
approach, including - Rabbi Michael Broyde, Dr Fred Rosner, Rabbi Avraham Steinberg, Rabbi Moshe Tendler.17
• Others have taken a more conservative or outright prohibitive approach, including - Rabbi Immanuel Jackobovitz, Rabbi Dr. Abraham
Abraham, Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau.
• Since most of the cloning research in 2017 is dedicated to stem cell medical development, the halachic issues have so far been less
controversial.

14. See Jewish Medical Ethics: Cloning People and Jewish Law, Rabbi Michael Broyde, Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society Vol XXXIV (1997) p.27. Rabbi Broyde discusses
this and many other implications of cloning .
15. Note that mamzerut and status issues may not be a result of a prohibited act. For example if two mentally incapable (shoteh) siblings produced a baby, they would not have
committed any aveira (as they are exempted) but the baby is still a mamzer.
16. On the issue of AID, there was a major debate between the poskim. Although R. Moshe Feinstein permitted it, other such as the Satmar Rov and the Tzitz Eliezer ruled that it was
adultery.
17. For further analysis of the many of the issues, see the articles in the Torah U’Madda Journal, Volume 9
To download more source sheets and audio shiurim visit www.rabbimanning.com

